Write{e cient memories (WEM) were introduced by Ahlswede/Zhang as a model for storing and updating information on a rewritable medium. We strengthen the capacity theorem by providing a full control of the rates of the spreads. Next we adress and settle the storage capacity region problem under the average costs constraint in the case of many users, who write on the memory in an arbitrary order, if neither the encoder nor the decoder knows the previous content of the memory. The combinatorial essence is a diametric theorem for several families.
Introduction
We continue the investigation of write{e cient memories (WEM), which were introduced in AZ89] as a model for storing and updating information on a rewritable medium. Such a medium (memory) consists of n cells. Each such cell can carry some letter x from a nite alphabet X . Thus in total a sequence x n 2 X n can be stored. When a user wants to change the content x n to a new content y n 2 X n (updating) he must make changes in positions only, where the sequences are di erent. Very likely it is easier to make a few changes than to make many. Therefore we introduce a function ' : X X ! 0; 1) , where '(x; y) measures the cost (time or energy) of a change from x to y . We assume that these costs add up, that is, the cost for changing sequence x n = (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) 2 X n to sequence y n = (y 1 ; : : :; y n ) 2 X n is given by ' n (x n ; y n ) := n X t=1 '(x t ; y t ):
( ' n (x n ; y n ) D ave : (1.3) What is the maximal cardinality of U ?
For every ' , this has been answered in AAl94] in an asymptotic sense (optimal rate for speci ed per letter average cost). It is stated as Corollary 1 to our more general Theorem 3 in Section 5. This is the most basic quantity (the storage capacity) of a WEM (X n ; ' n ) 1 n=1 . However, as compared to Rule I the Rule II has the drawback that while trying to store message m 0 , when m is stored as x n 2 C m , the encoder has to nd a y n 2 C m 0 with ' n (x n ; y n ) dn . This causes an extra e ort, which is not present under Rule I. It can be kept smaller by working with small spreads. This leads to (Problem 8 in AZ94]) Question 3: What are the achiebable rates under the additional restriction that the sizes of spreads do not exceed 2 n ? The kernel of this question is a purely combinatorial problem of some independent interest.
(Problem 7 in AZ94]) Question 3a: How small \is the smallest rich world"?
This question is formalized and answered in Theorem 1 in Section 3. The solution is a good demonstration of the use of informationtheoretical techniques in combinatorics. It yields the answer to question 3, which is stated as Theorem 2 in Section 4.
In the remainder of this paper we are concerned with a WEM with many users. Its study was initiated in AZ94], where also suboptimal constructions can be found. Assume here that L users share a memory and each of them has his own messages, that is, the i{th user has his message set M i . Also, each of them may have his own cost function and his own cost constraint. Per letter cost and rate are now replaced by per letter cost vectors and rate vectors. The interval between 0 and the optimal rate is now replaced by a rate region.
Under Criterion Ave this region is denoted by R( ! d) .
(Related to problem 9 in AZ94]) Question 4: What is the region of achievable rates R( ! d) for several users under Criterion Ave and Rule I? It turns out that mathematically the same approach settles also cases, where cost functions and constraints depend not only on the active user, but also on the previous user. Our answer is Theorem 3 in Section 5 | a very general diametric theorem.
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As an example catching this philosophy let us assume that in a problem session students write on a black board in the alphabet f0; 1g . Whenever a student comes to the blackboard he can write down his news by changing certain zeroes and ones at the board. This is never done in practice, because the alphabets of natural languages are so big that there is hardly any advantage over erasing everything and writing all new again. Finally, let us assume that professors use the board in their lectures according to a xed schedule, for instance in cyclic order. This gives some advantage over an arbitrary moving order of the users.
Question 5: What is the region of achievable rates when all users follow a cyclic protocol and Rule II under Criterion Ave is used? This question could be answered in Theorem 4 of Section 6, where we don't impose a constraint on the sizes of spreads.
The paper is organized as follows. To make itself contained, we present the necessary auxiliary concepts and results from information theory in Section 2. Questions 3a, 3, 4, and 5 are answered in Sections 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Each of Sections 3 { 6 is divided into three or four subsections. First the problems are formulated and then the main results are stated. They are proved in the third parts. In conclusion we mention that the paper A71] was based on purely speculative ideas. Recently we learnt O 1995] that they led to practical codes, which are used in mobile communication, and that a company makes now billions with it. The physicist Boltzmann once said that nothing is as practical as a good theory. We think that our models are natural. The results specify the theoretical optimal performances. We have no reasons to doubt that some day they become also practically relevant.
Concepts and facts from information theory
Write e cient memories (WEM) are purely combinatorial, that is, non{probabilistic models. However, in their mathematical analysis probability theory comes in twice, at rst in existence proofs based on random selection of codewords representing messages and secondly in the description of basic parameters such as the updating capacity. Actually those descriptions are in terms of entropy or conditional entropy functionals of random variables (RV's) or (equivalently) their corresponding probability distributions (PD's). The situation is similar to the theory of error correcting codes, where for instance the asymptotic forms of Hamming's bound or Gilbert's bound can be expressed in terms of entropy. Even more instructive is Shannon's fundamental formula for the capacity of a noisy channel, which involves an optimisation over an auxiliary class of PD's. For readers familiar with rate{distortion theory let us emphasize that there the optimisation runs over an auxiliary class of channels, that is, conditional PD's. Now, in Theorem 2 in Section 4.2 (and the earlier Storage Capacity Theorem of AZ89]) the optimisation runs over an auxiliary class of bivariate distributions. Other theorems of this paper use multivariate distributions. Besides basic concepts from information theory, which can be found in standard text books (e.g. CT91], CsK o81], G68], W78]), we do need more advanced techniques from 6 multi{user information theory ( CT91] , CsK o81], W78]). We now explain our notation and known results used in the sequel. The logarithm \log" is always understood to be to the base 2. The letters P; Q stand for PD's and the letters W; W 0 ; W 1 ; : : : for stochastic matrices (also called channels). We frequently use for an input distribution P and a channel W the conventions PW and P W for the output distribution and the joint distribution, respectively. X; Y; : : : denote RV's and their distributions, conditional distributions and joint distributions are written as P X , P Y jX , P XY and so on. P(X) is the set of PD's on a nite set X and P(n; X) := P 2 P(X) : P(x) 2 0; 1 n ; 2 n ; : : : ; 1 for all x 2 X :
We now introduce the entropy of a RV Z or its corresponding distribution P Z = P . Viewing (Z; Z) as an experiment with chance outcome Z , the entropy can be viewed as measuring the uncertainty about the outcome before performing the experiment. In terms of RV's Z 1 and Z 2 the conditional entropy of Z 2 given Z 1 , is H(Z 2 jZ 1 ) := H(P Z 2 jZ 1 jP Z 1 ) = E ? log P Z 2 jZ 1 (Z 2 jZ 1 ) : Property 9.) actually follows from property 7.).
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To see this, for P , W 1 , W 2 , and 2 (0; 1) , we de ne RV's X; Y; U with the joint distribution P XY U (x; y; 1) = P(x)W 1 (yjx) and P XY U (x; y; 2) = P( Next we introduce concepts of \typicality" which make it possible to reduce the analysis of outcomes of sequences of RV's to counting.
For a nite set Z and z n 2 Z n denote by P z n the empirical distribution, i.e. for all z 2 Z P z n (z) := 1 n (number of z in z n ); (2.20)
and call P z n type of z n . Obviously for all z n P z n 2 P(n; Z) . For P 2 P(n; Z) the set T n P of all P{typical sequences in Z n is given by T n P := fz n : P z n = Pg . Analogously we de ne the (joint) type P y n z n for pairs (y n ; z n ) 2 Y n Z n as the empirical distribution of (y n ; z n ) , (i.e. by counting the number of pairs (y; z) in the components of (y n ; z n )) . Similarly, for Q 2 P(n; Y Z); T n Q := (y n ; z n ) : P y n ;z n = Q .
We abbreviate T n X := T n P X and T n XY := T n P XY , for RV's X and Y .
Let Q 2 P(n; Y Z) have a 1{dimensional marginal distribution P y n . We de ne a set of sequences Q{generated by y n G Q (y n ) := z n : (y n ; z n ) 2 T n Q : (2.21)
We shall use the facts jP(n; Z)j (n + 1) jZj ; (2.22) and for Q 2 P(n; Y Z) , P 2 P(n; Y) , Q = P W , and y n 2 T n P (n + 1) ?jYjjZj exp 2 nH(WjP) jG Q (y n )j exp nH(WjP) :
Let now for
where the operation \ k k " denotes the total variation and let for P 2 P(n; Y) and Q 1 ; Q 2 2 P(n; Y Z) with Q i (y; z) = P(y)W i (zjy) (i = 1; 2) the distribution Q be de ned by Q(y; z; z 0 ) = P(y)W 1 (zjy)W 2 (z 0 jy) for y 2 Y; z; z 0 2 Z; then jG Q; (y n ) \ ? G Q 1 (y n ) G Q 2 (y n ) j jG Q 1 (y n )j jG Q 2 (y n )j(1 + o (1)) (2.25) (as n ! 1 ). Moreover for all : X Y ! R , P XY U 2 P(n; X Y U) , u n 2 T n U , and
In fact, u n has no direct relation with (2.26), that is, for all (x n ; y n ) 2 T n XY , (2.26) holds. An essential ingredient of the Storage Capacity Theorem of AZ89] for codes WEM is a combinatorial result. It is used in this paper for the proofs of the direct parts of Theorems 2 and 4, that is, whenever we deal with Rule II. We say that the hypergraph ( ; E) carries M colors if there is a vertex coloring with M colors such that all these colors occur in every edge.
Coloring Lemma. ( AZ89])
The hypergraph ( ; E) carries M colors if M (`njEj min E2E jEj) ?1 min E2E jEj .
As mentioned above, in information theory a quantity often is characterized as an extremal value of an information quantity over a region of PD's on a nite set and a region is characterized in a similar way by a group of inequalities for information quantities. By the continuity and di erentiability properties of information quantities, they are, in principle, computable by standard analytical methods. The following result of Ahlswede and K orner plays a very important role in reducing an incomputable quantity (region) to a computable one in multi{user information theory. It is used in our converse proofs of Theorems 1, 2, and 3. Support Lemma. (Lemma 3 of AK o75]) Let f j (j = 1; : : :; k) : P(Z) ! R be continuous functions. Then to any PD on the Borel {algebra of P(Z) there exist k elements P i of P(Z) and non{negative numbers 1 ; : : :; k with k P i=1 i = 1 such that for every j = 1; : : :; k
(2.27) Proof: The map f = (f 1 ; : : :; f k ) : P(Z) ! R k is continuous and since P(Z) is compact and connected so is the image J = f ? P(Z) .
Clearly, the point R P(Z) f 1 (P) (dP); : : :; R P(Z) f k (dP) belongs to the convex closure of J , and thus by the Eggleston{Carath eodory theorem (cf. E58], Theorem 18) there are k points in J , say, f(P 1 ); : : :; f(P k ) , satisfying (2.27).
Remarks:
1.) Originally, in AK o75], Carath eodory's theorem was used, which does not require connectedness and gives the weaker conclusion that k + 1 instead of k points are needed.
2.) Notice that in the proof above only compactness and connectedness of P(Z) was used. Therefore P(Z) can be replaced by any set A with these topological properties. In particular, for nite sets X 1 ; : : :; X L the set of product distributions P(X 1 ) P(X 2 ) P(X L ) could serve as A . C m may appear on the memory, because otherwise we can simply delete it from the spread to which it belongs. Let x n 2 C m , then for all m 0 6 = m there must be a y n 2 C m 0 with ' n (x n ; y n ) D max so that one can update m to m 0 under the Criterion Max and the constraint D max . Thus for all x n 2 jfy n : y n 2 ; 1 n ' n (x n ; y n ) dgj M; (3.1)
where we write d := 1 n D max . We say that X n satisfying (3.1) is a rich world, because each member of the world has \enough neighbours" (in the sense that their ' n {distance is not too large). To keep the world rich, the size of the \world" cannot be too small.
On the other hand, since the spreads are pairwise disjoint, j j = M P m=1 jC m j and therefore M ?1 j j max m jC m j . That is, the restriction on the sizes of the spreads requires that the world cannot be too large. For this reason, to nd the smallest size of \a rich world" is a rst step towards answering Question 3 in the Introduction.
Out of mathematical interest we formulate the \rich world"{problem slightly more general. On the other hand we assume that ' : X X ! R is symmetric, that is '(x; y) = '(y; x) for all x; y 2 X . De ne = min x;y2X '(x; y) and = max x;y2X '(x; y): (3.2)
Now for any closed interval L ; ] , any positive integer n , and any S X n we de ne B(x n ; L; S) := y n 2 S : 1 n ' n (x n ; y n ) 2 L : We call S (n; L; ){good for any positive number , if jB(x n ; L; S)j 2 n for all x n 2 S:
This says that every point in S has 2 n points of S in its neighbourhood. In this sense S is a \rich world". Denote by N(n; L; ) the smallest cardinality of (n; L; ){good sets. This de nition catches the goal to make the \world small".
Since for an (n 1 ; L; ){good S 1 and an (n 2 ; L; ){good S 2 the cartesian product S 1 S 2 is (n 1 + n 2 ; L; ){good , we have N(n 1 + n 2 ; L ) N(n 1 ; L; ) N(n 2 ; L; ) and therefore lim n!1 1 n log N(n; L; ) exists. We denote the limit by (L; ) .
3.2 The main result of this Section.
The characterisation of (L; ) requires a few concepts. Actually, we can bound the cardinality of U by 2jX j + 2 .
Furthermore, we can limit the distributions P XY to those with equal marginals.
12 Remarks:
3.) The structure of the characterisation for (L; ) is typical in multi{user information theory. Here U is an auxiliary RV with values in an arbitrary nite set U .
By bounding its cardinality the formula describes an optimisation of a continuous function over a compact set in an euclidean space. By considering "{nets arbitrarily good approximation is principally possible. Of course, the complexity of this task decreases with jUj .
4.) The direct part of the proof (the proof of the lower bound) is constructive and based on typical and generated sequences (see Section 2).
5.) Symmetry of ' is essential, because otherwise there may not exist (n; L; ){good sets. A simple and extremal example is related to the Write{Once{Memory (WOM) model of RSh82]. Choose X = f0; 1g , '(1; 0) = 1 , '(x; y) = 0 for (x; y) 6 = (1; 0) , and L = f0g . Since for all S f0; 1g n the element x n 2 S with a maximal number of 1's has no neighbour y n with 1 n ' n (x n ; y n ) 2 L , S cannot be (n; L; ){good for any n and .
3.3 The Proof of Theorem 1. Converse part: Let S be (n; L; ){good . We introduce the set B(n; L; S) := x n 2S fx n g B(x n ; L; S) (3.8) and the RV'sX n = (X 1 ; : : :;X n ) ,Ŷ n = (Ŷ 1 ; : : :;Ŷ n ) with the joint distribution Pr(X n = x n ;Ŷ n = y n ) := 1 jB(n;L;S)j for (x n ; y n ) 2 B(n; L; S) 0 otherwise: (3.9) By (3.3), (3.8), and the symmetry of ' (x n ; y n ) 2 B(n; L; S) exactly if (y n ; x n ) 2 B(n; L; S):
(3.10) Therefore, Pr(X n = x n ) = Pr(Ŷ n = x n ) = ( jB(x n ;L;S)j jB(n;L;S)j for x n 2 S Moreover, by (3.9) and (3.10), PX n ;Ŷ n is symmetric, namely, PX n ;Ŷ n (x n ; y n ) = PX n ;Ŷ n (y n ; x n ): (3.13)
The desired matching properties of the auxiliary variables in the set Q(L; ) shall be shown now to be a consequence of symmetry properties of the distribution PX n ;Ŷ n . As a space saving notation we set v = ( T be a RV uniformly distributed over f1; 2; : : :; ng and independent of (X n ;Ŷ n ) . We To complete the proof of the converse we have to show that (X;Ũ) 2 Q(L; ) . By (3.9)
as consequence of the de nition of S (based even on worst case constraint!). Now by the de nition of an (n; L; ){good set we have n log jB(x n ; L; S)j for x n 2 S and therefore n X x n Pr(X n = x n ) log jB(x n ; L; S)j = X x n Pr(X n = x n )H(Ŷ n jX n = x n ); because by (3.9) and (3.11) Pr(Ŷ n = y n jX n = x n ) = 1 jB(x n ;L;S)j for y n 2 B(x n ; L; S) , which with (2.18) implies that for all x n H(Ŷ n jX n = x n ) = log jB(x n ; L; S)j . Now n H(Ŷ n jX n ) = n X t=1 H(Ŷ t jX n ;Ŷ t?1 ) (by (2.16)) n X t=1 H(Ŷ t jX t ;X t?1 ;Ŷ t?1 ) (by (2.13)) = n X t=1 H(Ŷ t jX t ; V t?1 ) = n H(Y jXŨ); as was to be shown.
The application of the Support Lemma to bound the cardinality of the range of U is as originally in AK o75]. It will be done in subsection 3.4.
Direct part:
Since the empirical distributions are dense in P(X X U) , we can consider distributions P X;Y ;U 2 P(n; X X U) with E ' (X; Y ) 2 L and P X;Y ;U P XY U ; (X; U) 2 Q(L; ):
Here and throughout this paper we write A B , if A = B(1 + o(1)) and analogously A . B means that A B(1 + o(1)) . We x (any) u n 2 T n U , de ne the generated sets (see (2.21)) G P X;U (u n ) and G P Y ;U (u n ) and choose S = G P X ;U (u n ) G P Y ;U (u n ): Furthermore, for x n 2 G P X ;U (u n ) , since by (2.21), (2.26), and (3.3), for all y n 2 G P X;Y ;U (x n ; y n ) , ' n (x n ; y n ) = n P t=1 '(x t ; y t ) = nE '(X; Y ) 2 L , log jB(x n ; L; S)j log jG P X Y U (x n ; u n )j n H(Y jXU) (by (2.23)) n and, symmetrically, for y n 2 G P X U (u n ) , log jB(y n ; L; S)j log jG P X Y U (y n ; u n )j n H(XjY; U) = n H(Y jXU) n :
3.4 Bounding the range of the auxiliary random variable by application of the Support Lemma.
The Support Lemma AK o75] (see Section 2) has been widely used in multi{user information theory. With it one can get also a simpler proof of the result in AAl94]. It is also used in Section 5 of the present paper. However it is not familiar to most scientists working in other areas. Therefore we feel that it is necessary to explain its application in the converse proof of Theorem 1 in a separate subsection. Readers, who are familiar with it or not interested in it, may skip this subsection.
Recall that for any (n; L; ) {good set S we are given a triple (X; Y;Ũ) of RV's with values in X Y Ũ , satisfying (3.21) { (3.24). Notice that thereŨ is a nite but not (uniformly) bounded set and its size may increase with n . Thus min H(XjŨ) is not computable. Our task here is to bound it and thus reduce it to a computable quantity. Pr(Ŷ = y) , (3.11) implies P X = P Y : (3.27) This is the additional requirement on the marginals in Theorem 1. Notice here P X and P Y depend onŨ and so we have to show that (3.27) keeps unchanged when we replacẽ U by a suitable new random variable U with range bounded by 2jX j + 2 . Now we apply the Support Lemma in Section 2 to the set of PD's P(X X) , where the measure is given by (P) := Pr(Ũ = u); if P = P XY jŨ ( ju) 0; otherwise: (3.28)
The continuous functions f j in the lemma are de ned as follows.
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For all P 2 P(X X) , f 1 (P) := X (x;y)2X X P(x; y)'(x; y); (3.29) f 2 (P) := H(P 1 ); where P 1 is the marginal of P for the rst component, (3.30) f 3 (P) := H(P 2 ); where P 2 is the marginal of P for the second component; (3.31) and f 4 (P) := H(P):
(3.32)
Moreover, assume X = f0; 1; : : :; jXj ? 1g and P 1 , P 2 are as in (3.30), (3.31).
Then f x+4 (P) := P 1 (x) for x 2 X r f0g;
(3.33) and f x+jXj+3 (P) := P 2 (x) for x 2 X r f0g: (3.34) Applying the Support Lemma to f j , 1 j 2jX j+2 , we are guaranteed the existence of non{negative i and P (i) 2 P(X X) , 1 i 2jX j + 2 , with Now we let U = f1; 2; : : :; 2jX j + 2g and (X; Y; U) be the RV's with distribution P XY U (x; y; u) = u P (u) (x; y) . The auxiliary RV U in the description of R (d) needs to take at most 2jX j + 2 values, if we insist upon the condition P X = P Y . Otherwise, 4 values for U su ce.
To prove Theorem 2, we need Theorem 1 and the Coloring Lemma in Section 2.
Remark 6:
Theorem 2 characterizes the achievable region for the Criterion Max, but from the following proof one can see that the achievable region will not change, if one changes the Criterion Max to Criterion Ave. We argue as follows. Since a WEM code satisfying the Criterion Max must satisfy the Criterion Ave (with the same parameters), the achievable region for the Criterion Max is contained in the achievable region for the Criterion Ave. On the other hand, to prove the converse part, we just have to observe that (3.24) uses only the average number of neighbours in L and therefore Theorem 4.3 The proof of Theorem 2. Converse part:
We show rst that H(XjU) (4.8) and therefore for = 1 n log K R + = 1 n log M + 1 n log K min
Let (X; Y; U) assume this minimum. Then, by (3.6), (4.2) { (4.4) hold.
Direct part: By Theorem 1 we can construct for R and (X; Y; U) in (4.2) { (4.5) an (n; L d ; R){good subset S in X n with 1 n log jSj H(XjU): Here we show how a model of multi{user WEM leads to general diametrical problem in the average, which generalizes that of AAl94]. Let us consider Question 4 in the Introduction. L users share a rewritable memory with n cells, and each of them has his own message set. So user i has message set M i with size M i . They injectively map their message sets to subsets of X n , S i , say, 1 i L , according to Rule I.
Since each i 2 f1; : : :; Lg and each m 2 M i may be updated to any m 0 in any M j j 2 f1; 2; : : :; Lg ( i can be equal to j ), for all i; j 2 f1; 2; : : :; Lg , and all x n 2 S i and y n 2 S j , x n may be rewritten to y n . For the transition from user i to user j there is a cost function ' i;j : X X ! R + :
Thus we have a cost matrix := (' i;j ) 1 i;j L : (5.1) When ' i;j (x; y) = ' j;i (y; x) for all i; j; x; y; ( 5.2) we say the cost functions are symmetric.
The cost for updating x n 2 S i to y n 2 S j is of sum{type, i.e. Finally R( ; ) is the region of ( ; ) achievable vectors and our goal is to characterize it. 5.3 The proof of Theorem 3.
Since ii) and iii) can be proved in the same way as i) (the only di erence being that in former cases one needs to count less equations, in the application of the Support Lemma), we only prove i).
Direct part: R( ; ) R ( ; ) Fix R 2 R ( ; ) and " > 0 . By continuity, for su ciently large n , there exist Q 2 P(n; ) and Q W j 2 P(n; X) , with Thus for given J , the achievable region R(d) of cyclic WEM code is the set of vectors (R (1) ; : : :; R (J?1) ) with non{negative components, such that for all " > 0 and n > n " (suitable) there is an (n; M; '; d) cyclic WEM code with 1 n log M (j) R (j) ? " for j = 0; 1; : : :; J ? 1 .
The characterization of R(d) .
We introduce now two regions, whose signi cance becomes apparent soon. R 0 (d) = ? R (0) ; : : :; R (J?1) : R (j) H ? W (j 1) j P (j 1) for stochastic matrices W (j) and PD's P (j) with P x;y ' j (x; y)P (j) (x)W (j) (yjx) d j and P (j) W (j) = P (j 1) : (6. 2)
The other region R 00 (d) is de ned in terms of families like fP (j) : 0 j J ? 1g of closed sets P (j) of PD's on X and the related quantity
where the maximum is taken over matrices W (j) satisfying X x;y ' j (x; y)P (j) (x)W (j) (yjx) d j (6.4) and P (j) W (j) 2 P (j 1) :
We base the proof on three lemmas. Actually, they are direct generalizations of Theorems 1, 2 and i for j 6 = J ?1 , let K have uniform distribution on f1; 2; : : :; kg , and let (X (j) ;X (j 1) ) have distribution Q (j) , de ned in (6.11). Then H(W (j) jP (j) ) = H(X (j 1) jX (j) ) H(X (j 1) K jX (j) K ; K) (by (2.13)) Proof: Let fW (j) : 0 j J?1g and fP (j) : 0 j J?1g satisfy the constraints in (6.2). De ne j = T n P (j) and color it at random with uniform distribution with M (j) colors to get, as usual, C (j) i M (j) i=1 . Do this independently for j = 0; 1; : : :; J ? 1 . Denote by E(x n ; i) the event that there is no y n 2 C (j 1) i with 1 n ' j (x n ; y n ) d j for x n 2 j and i = 1; 2; : : :; M (j) . Then, since by (2.26) and (6.4), for all y n 2 G P (j) W (j) (x n ) , 1 n ' j (x n ; y n ) d if we choose log M (j 1) < n ? H(W (j) j P (j) ) ? " , and su ciently large n , and this probabilistic argument implies the existence of fC (j) i : 1 i M (j) , 1 j Lg such that 1 n log M (j) H(W (j 1) jP (j 1) ) and for all j; i; i 0 , and x n 2 C (j) j there is a y n 2 C (j 1) i with 1 n ' j (x n ; y n ) < d j .
Lemma 3. R(d) R 00 (d) .
Proof: For a cyclic WEM code fC (j) i : 1 i M (j) , 1 j Lg , set j = S i C (j) i and let P (j) be a minimal set of PD's with j P (j) 2P (j) T n P (j) (j = 0; : : :; J ? 1):
Let P (j) 2 P (j) achieve the minimum in (6.3) and x n 2 T n P (j) . By the de nition of the cyclic WEM code M (j 1) j y n 2 j 1 : 1 n ' j (x n ; y n ) d j j = jB(x n ; j 1; d j )j; (6.17) where B(x n ; j 1; d j ) = y n 2 j 1 : 1 n ' j (x n ; y n ) d j .
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However, by (2.22) there are at most (n + 1) jXj 2 Q (j) 's with G Q (j) (x n ) 6 = ? . Thus there is a Q (j) such that jB(x n ; j 1; d j ) \ G Q (j) (x n )j (n + 1) ?jXj 2 jB(x n ; j 1; d j )j:
(6.18) Let W (j) = Q (j) P (j) : (6.19) Notice that (6.18) implies B(x n ; j 1; d j ) \ G Q (j) (x n ) 6 = ? . Thus (6.4) follows from (2.26) and the de nition of B(x n ; j 1; d j ) . Further, (6.5) holds since there is a y n 2 j 1 \ G Q (j) (x n ) and therefore by (2.21) and (6.19) P y n = P (j) W (j) .
Finally by (2.23), (6.3), and (6.17) { (6.19), we get 1 n log M (j 1) jXj 2 n log(n + 1) + 1 n log jG Q (j) (x n )j . H(W (j) jP (j) ) H (P (j) ):
